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The Helmet from Krasnodar Territory
Abstract
The article concerns and gives to the public a helmet presumably originating from
a demolished cemetery in Krasnodar Territory (Russia) and its dating. This item of military headgear
has a quite remarkable design, with its bowl plates featuring large semicircular cut-offs. Similar design
is found on three more helmets considered in the article; one is from Oskol burial (Belgorod region,
Russia), another from a destroyed cremation burial (?) in Ukraine, third one from Bezhtinsk burial
(Dagestan, Russia). All these helmets presumably date to mid-8th-10th centuries. Regarding this, as well
as probable relation of Krasnodar helmet to a cremation cemetery in Kuban and Black Sea region,
we can attribute the helmet as to second half of 8th-9th centuries.
Keywords: Helmets, Armour, Krasnodar Territory, Kuban, Seversky Donets

In 2009, A.N. Kirpichnokov released to the public a photo of a well-preserved iron
helmet kept in a private collection. The helmet is alleged to originate from Krasnodar
Territory.1 We were able to obtain complete information regarding constructional details
and dimensional specifications of this helmet, as well as a number of high-quality photos.
Taking into account perfect state of preservation of the helmet, we deem it necessary
to introduce it into scientific use and define its place in the series of military headgear found
in Eurasia.
In terms of construction, the helmet is preserved in full. Slight deformation was
caused to its bowl, as result of pressure put lengthwise, making transversal diameter greater
than longitudinal one. The pressure also caused cracks around overlapping plates. Besides,
the nasal is damaged and appears bent frontwards. The surface of the helmet is covered with
cinder, bearing evidence of it staying in fire; this, regarded together with most probable
location of discovery, proves the helmet was placed in a funeral pile. On the finial and
by the edges of some plates, insignificant metal loss can be observed, due to corrosion
process.
Entire helmet is made of iron. Its total height is 26,2 cm, with lengthwise diameter
20,2 cm and transversal diameter 21,1 cm. Its weight is 1,3 kg.
The helmet has a sphero-conical shape and is composed of the principal constructive
part (eight-part body) and supplementary constructive part (the finial attaching plates

1

Archaeological Department; skainov@mail.ru
KIRPICHNIKOV, 2009: fig. 33.
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of the body on the top). Supplementary protective parts meant to increase protective qualities
of the headgear, include the nasal.

Fig. 1. The helmet from Krasnodar Territory, (photo by A.Baryshev).

The body of the helmet is composed of eight triangular-like plates, their tops covered
by the finial. Four inner plates are joined by other four plates with overlap (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).
Edges of the central parts of overlapping plates have deep semicircular cuf-offs (two for each
plate). All around each cut-offs there are four rivets for attaching outer to inner plates. Edges
of upper parts of outer plates are slightly concave, whereas the edges of lower parts are
straight and vertical.
Thickness of the plates reaches 1,5 mm, with 0,9-1,2 mm at the bottom edge. Along
the side edges of overlapping plates, there is a facet up to 2 mm wide. Rivets fastening
the plates have a conical-shaped head with a rounded top. The heads vary between 5
to 6,7 mm in diameter and 2,2 to 3,9 mm in height.
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Along the lower edge of the bowl (excluding front area), on the outer side, 19 holes
are punched, each of them measuring about 4 mm in diameter. Seventeen of them, forming
one line 4 mm away from the edge, must have been used for hanging a camail. Two more
holes are found on overlapping side plates; these might have served for fixing chinstraps.

Fig. 2. The helmet from Krasnodar Territory, (drawing by the author).

Tops of the plates are attached by the finial fixed with eight rivets, shaped similarly
to those on the body. The heads of the rivals vary 5,2 to 5,9 mm in diameter and 3,2
to 4,3 mm in height. Total height of the finial makes 80 mm, with its diameter of the lower
edge being 46 mm. The finial consists of two parts. The lower part is cone-shaped and made
of a folded metal leaf 0,5-1,3 mm thick. Height of the cone equals 6,2 mm. Edges of the leaf
are brazed with copper-based alloy. The seam is situated at the side of the finial. Similarly,
through brazing, the lower cone-shaped part is joined to the upper part, the latter being
a reversed frustum made of folded leaf as well. On each of two opposite sides of the frustum
there is punched a hole 3,3 mm in diameter.
On the front plate, a T-shaped nasal is fixed with the help of four rivets having coneshaped heads. The nasal has curved eyebrow ridges ending in curls. Along the central part,
there runs a vertical rib. All around the nasal there is a facet 2 mm wide. The nasal is 12 cm
wide and 8 cm high (when unfolded), and 2,1-2,5 mm thick.
Lack of archaeological context and, actually, of any reliable information about
the site of discovery, makes us search for constructive and ornamental analogues that could
help forward chronological attribution of the helmet.2
The most remarkable feature of the helmet are deep semicircular cut-offs
on the plates forming the bowl. These cut-offs are shaped in a specific way and visually are
perceived as huge circles.

2

The helmet was allegedly found in a partly destroyed cemetery Leninsky Put, Krasnodar Territory,
Russia. It is presumed that some other objects derive from demolished burials of this cemetery, such
as a three-leaved iron arm-protector, dating according to analogues to second half of 8th-9th centuries
(ZOZULYA, BARYSHEV, 2014: 55). Leninsky put cemetery is one of cremation-type burial grounds
of 8th-9th centuries, found in Kuban and Black sea Region (P’YANKOV, 2001).
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We can confidently regard at least one helmet having similar cut-offs on its plates.
It was found accidentally by peasants from Stolbishe village around the year 1869
in a demolished burial “4 miles westwards from the right bank of the Oskol river, in a ravine
near the top of Popov Forest”.3 In that inhumation burial, besides the helmet found
on the head of the buried person, there were discovered a chain armour, a sword (?),4 golden
Byzantine coins,5 golden and silver belt adornments and other objects6. According
to A.V. Komar, the burial dates back to 745-770 CE.7

Fig. 3. The Oskol helmet, (photo by K. Zhukov).
3

The discovery site has various names in written tradition. In this article the helmet is referred to
as Oskol helmet, as it was found not far from Oskol river (Belgorod region, Russia).
4
Straight blade about 70 cm long, its tip broken off. On the handle there are two holes for attaching
handle covers. The cross has a wider middle part (AFANASIEV, 1987: 199).
5
One coin dates back to reign of Feodosy III (716-717), another one refers to early type of coins
of Leo III Isavr and dates to 717-720.
6
AFANASIEV, 1987: 193-194.
7
KOMAR,1999: 129, 132.
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But the helmet from Oskol differs from the one we are investigating now
in the constructive way the body is assembled (Fig 3). It is composed of four plates, with
front and back plates overlapping the side ones8. Edges of the front and the back plates have
deep semicircular cut-offs, similar to those we see on the helmet from Krasnodar. The helmet
is surmounted by a finial, its upper part missing. The lower cone-shaped part of the finial
and its straight edges are quite similar to those of the helmet in question. On the lower part
of front plate, a nasal is fixed with the help of three rivets; it is T-shaped, and has a partly
preserved vertical part for nose protection. The horizontal part is formed of curved eyebrow
ridges ending in curls that point upwards. Both horizontal and vertical parts have ribs.
Another specific feature to mention is that the heads of some rivets fastening plates
of the body and the finial, are covered with thin metal leaf of copper-base alloy.

Fig. 4. The helmet from Ukraine (photo from collections of the author).

The third helmet featuring deep semicircular cut-offs is only known by few photos
posted on a treasure-hunters’ website in Ukraine (Fig. 4). The helmet, crushed and broken
into several pieces, was discovered together with other objects, including a bronze vessel that
left bronze oxides on the helmet. In terms of construction, this helmet resembles the one from
Oskol; its body is made of four plates, the front and the back ones having big semicircular
cut-offs. Its finial is composed of a cone-shaped lower part and pyramidal upper part, thus
being same as the finial of the helmet from Krasnodar and the preserved part of the helmet
from Oskol. The nasal is also T-shaped, its vertical part is similar to the one of Krasnodar
8

This is the earliest known dated helmet having specific constructive design that became wide-spread
in 9th-11th centuries and most of all in 13th-14th centuries.
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helmet and has a high rib; however, the horizontal part looks different, as eyebrow ridges are
not that much curved and side curls are missing (they might have not survived).
Taking into consideration the most probable discovery site of the helmet (Ukraine),
its ritual deformation, as well as accompanying funerary equipment, we can relate it
to cremation burials of the Seversky Donets river valley, dating back to second half
of 8th-9th centuries.9 It is also remarkable that emergence of cremation burials in this region
might be caused by migration of population from regions of Kuban and the Black Sea (that is,
the area where Krasnodar helmet may originate from).10

Fig. 5. The helmet from burial №8 of Bezhtinsk cemetery (after: Ataev, 1963: fig. 27, 5).

But most exciting analogy is another helmet featuring deep semicircular cut-offs on
its plates. It was found in burial №8 of Bezhtinsk cemetery (excavations of 1957).11 Judging
by the published drawing and the photo of the remaining plate,12 we can resolutely assume
that the body of the helmet is made up of four plates joined in same way as those
of the helmet from Oskol (Fig. 5). But the difference is that the helmet from Bezhtinsk has
the semicircular cut-offss on each of four plates, and when joined, they form circles 8 cm
in diameter, which were covered on the inside by round plates of some greater diameter.
The circles were covered with “copper plates”. The helmet used to have a finial of unknown
design and a T-shaped nasal fixed with three rivets; it also has high eyebrow ridges.
9

AKSONOV, 2004: 46.
AKSONOV, 2004: 46-48.
11
ATAEV, 1963: 174-175.
12
I would like to express my thanks to A.L Kubik for the opportunity of seeing the fotos.
10
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Description of the Bezhtinsk helmet and photos of surviving plate let us assume that heads
of the rivets attaching the body of the helmet used to be covered with a metal leaf of copperbase alloy.13
Constructive design of the bowl of the Bezhtinsk helmet is basically equal to that
of Oskol helmet, but there are four extra plates making the body eight-part; this resembles
the bowl of Krasnodar helmet.
Unfortunately, there was no exact dating proposed for the burial where the helmet
was found, thus we can only attribute it vaguely as 8 th-10th centuries, according to the dating
of the whole Bezhtinsk cemetery as determined in the publication of 1963.14 There should
be no doubt that this helmet, alongside with six other items of military headgear found
on same cemetery, needs thorough investigation of its own and may shed some light
on the emergence of certain helmet types in Eastern Europe.
All data considered, we can claim that the helmet from Krasnodar Territory ranks
among a series of military headgear notable for specific design of the plates having
semicircular cut-offs. Presumable dating for similar helmets, as well as probable discovery
of Krasnodar helmet in cremation burial, let us propose a most credible attribution for it
as second half of 8th-9th century. The material available by now doesn’t let us relate
emergence of such helmets to East-European area. The way such helmets spread might
be traced by the one from Bezhtinsl burial.
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